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Is it possible for humans to navigate in the natural environment wherein the path taken
between various destinations is ‘optimal’ in some way? In the domain of optimization this
challenge is traditionally framed as the “Traveling Salesman Problem” (TSP). What strate-
gies and ecological considerations are plausible for human navigation? When given a two-
dimensional map-like presentation of the destinations, participants solve this optimization
exceptionally well (only 2–3% longer than optimum)1,2. In the following experiments we in-
vestigate the effect of effort and its environmental affordance on navigation decisions when
humans solve the TSP in the natural environment. Fifteen locations were marked on two 1
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football field-sized outdoor landscapes with flat and varied terrains respectively. Average per-
formance in the flat-field condition was excellent (∼6% error) and was worse but still quite
good in the variable-terrain condition (∼20% error), suggesting participants do not globally
pre-plan routes but rather develop them on the fly. We suggest that perceived effort guides
participant solutions due to the dynamic constraints of effortful locomotion and obstacle
avoidance.
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Introduction
Humans constantly solve planning problems in the natural environment using limited information.
These tasks are known as optimization problems because each task requires humans to maximize or
minimize a certain condition subject to any number of constraints. Investigating human performance
in these tasks has garnered much interest1–4.
The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) has acquired an infamous reputation in computer
science and operations literature due to the lack of a computationally-tractable, ‘polynomial-time’
algorithm for its solution. The problem may be stated as:
Given N ‘cities’, what is the shortest tour that visits every city and concludes by
returning to the starting city?
A path in the problem formulation refers to a single trajectory that connects any two cities,
whereas a tour indicates a ‘round-trip’ between all cities, and cost quantifies what is entailed by
moving from one city to another. This problem is challenging because the number of possible tours
one may select grows relative to the factorial function. With only N = 12 cities, the cost of checking
one tour-per-second would require 33 weeks to exhaustively solve TSP.
Despite its notorious time complexity, experiments demonstrate that humans solve Euclidean,
two-dimensional cases of TSP very quickly with remarkable accuracy1,2. Researchers assess the
accuracy of a human tour by its deviation from the shortest possible or optimal tour. Humans
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frequently outperform every heuristic against which their performance was compared2. In light
of the immense number of tours to consider, it seems highly unlikely that humans exhaustively
consider all possible tours prior to generating a solution.
Whether humans rely on so-called global or local strategies remains widely debated. Exten-
sively supported by recent research, the convex hull hypothesis suggests humans employ a global
problem-solving strategy beginning with cities lying on the convex hull and sequentially ‘insert’
interior cities into the tour3–5. Participants can rapidly identify optimal configurations and rank them
as more appealing—suggestive of a global strategy 3. MacGregor et al. argue that points on the
convex hull are perceptually “given” in the sense that humans need only contend with inserting
interior points into an exterior frame2,5. However, this claim does not go unchallenged 6.
The competing cross-avoidance hypothesis proposed by Van Rooij et al. favors local
strategies7. It rests on the intuitive observation that 2D TSP tours containing at least one path
crossing are non-optimal, and human solutions rarely feature path crossings 4,7. In response, it
has been argued that while an optimal solution to 2D TSP will not include a path crossing, this a
property alone does not imply optimality 5,7.
While human performance on TSP has been well-studied in 2D, the problem has not been
studied in more natural contexts. TSP instances in the natural world require reciprocal interaction
with the environment and spatial navigation in dynamic, nonuniform settings 8. Debate over
humans using Euclidean geometric or ‘effortful’ considerations to guide navigation pervades
previous work. Studies on human 3D spatial perception and navigation provide robust evidence that
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humans implicitly assess cost in 3D environments, which distorts hill slant and distance perception.
For example. observers reliably overestimate 5◦ incline hills as 20◦ based on verbal and visual
judgments9. This evidence suggests humans overestimate slant on hills that feature greater potential
to expend energy through locomotor action 10.
Perceived distance in 3D environments has also been shown to crucially depend on intentional
engagement. Proffitt et al. equipped humans with heavy backpacks and had them locomote across a
field. Greater loads accompanied greater estimations of distance10. Witt et al. discovered this only
occurs when performing an intentional action on the environment9. Notwithstanding this support, an
alternate account asserts that these effects arise due to social, not physical, demands in experiments 11.
Since an ecologically situated 3D TSP implicates intentional action, distance estimation, and slant
judgments, we hypothesize nevertheless that the perceptual resources necessitated to solve TSP in
natural 3D environments fundamentally differ from those used in 2D instances.
Methods
In the following experiment, we extend the study of human performance on TSP into the three-
dimensional natural environment. We aim to better understand the navigation and decision-making
of humans subject to ecological constraints. Hence, we select two 1
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football field landscapes—one
open and flat, the other featuring natural hills and occlusions afforded by large trees. In both
conditions, we asked thirteen naı¨ve human participants to solve a standard fifteen-city TSP instance:
As a traveling salesman, you are to visit each city you see marked by flags exactly
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once, ending your trip at the city you started. Your goal is to minimize the total length
of your tour.
Cities were represented as blue surveying flags and participants walked each landscape on a
clear, sunny day, placing yellow flags at visited cities. Both city arrangement and participate starting
location were determined randomly. Figure 1 shows the resulting city layout for the two conditions.
Figure 1 about here.
We model human performance using ecological metrics palpable to human 3D visuo-spatial
perception that consider distance, slopes, effort, and visual occlusion. The first objective of the
model is to find weights for the problem instance graphs G1(N , E) and G2(N , E), where N =
{c1, c2, . . . , c15} where ci denotes the ith city and E are the paths in the fully-connected graph. Due
to impressive performance obtained in 2D investigations and similarities between the flat condition
and 2D TSP when viewed from overhead, we first consider a 3D Euclidean distance metric.
Unlike in the flat condition, all cities could not be viewed at once from any stationary point in
the variable-terrain environment due to slopes and obstacle occlusions. In order to avoid obstacles
humans must navigate along curvilinear terrain. Hence to a larger extent, solving TSP in general
3D environments implicates an enactive perceptual process between the human agent and the
environment8. Therefore, assessing optimality on variable-terrain requires more factors than metric
tour length, such as effort, which amounts to more than just slope traversal. Indeed, a tradeoff exists
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between the total distance that one travels and landscape vacillations. A cost-per-distance metric
accounts for the cumulative walked area underneath a given path on an interpolated surface of the
landscape. Finally, by approximating the shortest curvilinear path along the landscape or minimal
geodesic, we obtain a curvilinear metric. But what if we construct paths subject to the constraint that
they need minimize ‘effort’, where effort means taking as few paths involving inclines as possible?
Since evidence shows that humans do not just evaluate instantaneous cost or effort, we average the
derivative taken over a number of entire curvilinear paths—the minimum of which represents a path
derivative metric. In each metric, we consider obstacle occlusion in cases wherein paths intersect.
We also examine the global or local strategic valence of tours, and compare them against
optimal, nearest neighbor, and convex hull tour construction algorithms. The nearest neighbor
(NN) locally optimizes by starting at an arbitrary city, adding the next closest city to the tour,
moving there, adding the next closest unvisited city to the tour, and so on until a valid tour is
established—hence producing a local benchmark. Alternatively, the convex hull (CCA) heuristic
considers the global structure of the problem instance in respect to Euclidean distance. Results from
2D TSP behavioral studies suggest there is some correlation between the tours humans perceive as
optimal and the convex hull 5. Aside from tour lengths, the order of visited cities contains valuable
strategic information. We analyze how closely the ordered sequences of cities participants selected
coincided with the optimal tours by treating them as strings. We use the Damerau-Levenshtein edit
distance algorithm for assessing the similarity between aligned participant and optimal tours for
each metric 12,13.
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In cases that mimic 2D ecological dynamics, we anticipate humans will replicate the impres-
sive performance garnered in the 2D literature1,2, 4. Due to increased energy expenditure and other
challenges that naturally emerge, we hypothesize humans employ a more ‘local’ approach in more
general cases and therefore error will increase.
Results
Figure 2 about here.
Figure 3 about here.
Optimal tour lengths are 103.9m and 105.0m for the flat and variable-terrain conditions,
respectively. By coincidence, the solution found by CCA is the same as the optimal length in the flat
condition. Local benchmark lengths are 117.0m and 107.9m using NN while CCA yields lengths
of 103.9m and 100.2m. While the optimal lengths roughly remain constant between conditions,
the local benchmark length increased. CCA computes a shorter tour (100.2m) than the optimal
(105.0m) due to consideration of obstacle penalties in the optimal algorithm, but not in the CCA.
Since CCA assumes a convex exterior, adding penalties may violate geometric assumptions about
the hull. Therefore, we only compute the CCA optimal tour of G2(N , E) using Euclidean metric
weights.
Figure 2a depicts how much longer on average participant solutions are than those computed
by the optimal, local, and convex hull strategies (percent-above-optimal) when G1(N , E) and G2(N ,
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E) have 3D Euclidean distance weights. Under an Euclidean distance analysis, humans perform
quite well in the flat condition with a mean of 5.68% above the optimal and convex hull tour lengths.
Five of the twelve participants completed perfect optimal and convex hull tours, while only one
completed a perfect local benchmark tour. Participants perform 6.11% on average better than the
local benchmark. Ten of the the twelve participants selected tours with less than 10% error.
Irrespective of their presumed strategy, participants’ error increases in the variable-terrain
condition. However, participants perform well relative to the optimal strategy (x¯ = 20.22%), but
even better relative to the local benchmark (x¯ = 17.05%). Participants perform worst compared to
CCA (x¯ = 25.83%)
Figure 2b presents an edit distance analysis to measure how far in edit operations each
participant’s tour deviates from each optimal sequence according to each metric-algorithm pair—
another assessment of tour quality. Compared to the optimal and convex hull tours, it required a
mean of 2.17 edit operations in the flat condition to transform the aligned participant tours into the
optimum. In both cases, all but one participant made five or fewer errors. By contrast, participants
err by 8.91 decisions on average relative to the local benchmark. Similarly, in the variable-terrain
case, participants deviate from the optimal strategy the least (x¯ = 3.17 edits), but the most from the
local benchmark (x¯ = 4.83 edits).
Figures 3a and b show human performance on the variable-terrain condition using the cost-per-
distance and path derivative effort metrics. Compared to the optimal strategy, participants deviate
on average 30.47% and 56.87%, respectively. However, the local benchmark paired with these
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metrics matches human performance with less than 1% absolute deviation. Edit distance is larger
than in the flat condition, regardless of strategy or metric.
In sum, participant performance on the flat condition demonstrates far less error (x¯ = 5.68%,
2.17 edits) when compared against the optimal and convex hull strategies than one that is local (x¯ =
-6.11%, 9 edits). Hence, when given a planar presentation of 3D TSP, participants perform quite
well at global optimization. Error with respect to tour length is comparable to that observed in the
2D TSP literature1. Participants perform best overall according to cost or ‘effort’-based metrics
paired with the local benchmark strategy in the variable-terrain condition, but still did well with
respect to Euclidean distance (20.25%). In terms of edit distance, the best overall performance is
obtained from a distance-optimal pairing (x¯ = 3.17 edits).
Discussion
Our experiments investigate whether humans solve TSP optimally in the 3D natural environment.
Computational models identify the metric-algorithm pairings that best match human behavior.
Euclidean distance and edit distance analyses from the flat condition suggests that humans solve
TSP no worse than in 2D1,3–5. The added dimension and different navigation dynamics do not
negatively impact global TSP performance. From the percent-above-optimal data alone, one cannot
confidently determine a strategic bias since on average participants tours come within 5.86% and
-6.11% of the global and local tour lengths, respectively. However, edit distance results clearly
indicate a much closer valence toward the global strategy (x¯ = 2.17 edits) compared to the local
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strategy (x¯ = 9 edits). Not only do humans solve TSP well in a flat, open 3D environment, they
seem to follow a global-optimizing strategy.
Once we accommodate ecological adversaries, we find that effort plays a role in solutions.
The distance metric paired with an optimal strategy induces low error (x¯ = 20.25%), and the shortest
edit distances across all metrics and strategies (x¯ = 3.17 edits). More direct distance estimations,
such as arc length, do not fit the data better. This suggests that humans are capable of global
optimization in more general natural environments, despite the presence of slopes and occlusions.
Since overall performance decreased roughly 14% across conditions, ecological factors can degrade
performance. Human data fits a distance-local pairing better with lower percent-above-optimal
results (x¯ = 17%), but worse edit distance (x¯ = 4.83 edits). This shows that route pre-planning is
unlikely since participants choose locally better paths, which may be globally suboptimal.
While the distance metric does not match the data exceptionally well in the second scenario,
the cost-per-distance metric performs the best overall when paired with the local benchmark (x¯ =
-0.68%). This performance suggests humans can implicitly assess cost with remarkable accuracy,
viz. they can gauge the tradeoff between distance-traveled and fluctuations along a landscape. In
fact, this suggests humans greedily minimize effort or energy expenditure when told to minimize
tour length. Certainly, this cannot be the only consideration, as there is a large disparity between
global and local optimal solutions. Local optimization seems more plausible in the variable terrain
condition wherein participants lacked global information and gathered information online.
The excellent performance garnered by the path derivative metric (x¯ = 0.18%) suggests these
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decisions minimize effort. When navigating shortest paths along 3D terrains, humans do not
objectively minimize distance, but consider effort even along curvilinear paths—consistent with
research on 3D distance perception in that participant tours appear highly sensitive to ecological
affordances in intentional contexts 9,10. Figures 3a and 3b show low error, but high edit distances.
We attribute this occurrence due to greater decision-making variance in the variable-terrain case.
All roads lead to Rome, many of which may be virtually indistinguishable in respect to effort.
In the flat condition participants erred on average 0.39m above the next optimal decision,
whereas they erred an average of 0.76m above the locally-optimal choices. Similarly, participants
incurred an average of 1.41m error above optimum, compared to 1.45m from locally-optimal
decisions on variable-terrain. Hence in both conditions, participants produced less mean relative
error in respect to the global rather than the local strategy. Because the local solution length
improved from flat(117.0m) to variable-terrain (107.7m) conditions, and local mean error worsened,
participant performance did not scale simply due to layout differences. In the variable-terrain
condition, we observe a reduced local benchmark tour length while local error increases. Hence, the
degradation in local performance reflects the behavior of participants, not the optimality differences
in the graph per se. The same holds for global error, since tour lengths remain virtually fixed and
error increases. Therefore, the optimal and local benchmark tours consequently afforded more
navigational difficulty in the variable-terrain condition.
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Figure 4 about here.
Humans could plausibly follow the convex hull heuristic in the flat condition in completing
optimal tours. Optimal and convex hull tours are identical in the flat condition, but not on the
variable-terrain case. In the latter case, CCA provided the worst fit to human tours with respect
to 3D Euclidean distance (x¯ = 25.83%), but the second best for edit distance (x¯ = 4.42 edits). We
attribute this marginal loss in traction to the lack of consistent global information about the convex
hull geometry. Perhaps any consistent global structural representation about the environment fails
to form.
Finally, we evaluate the predictions of the cross-avoidance hypothesis. In the flat condition,
only 17% of tours exhibit at least one path crossing, rendering crossings undesirable. Small error
margins relative to CCA tours coupled with few crossings indicate cross-avoidance may be a
consideration—both complementary strategies could conceivably work in tandem. By contrast,
variable-terrain tours reveal 75% of participants produced at least one path crossing. In all cases
except one, crossings occur in the lower-right region (cities 12 and 13) where at least half of cities
are occluded. A cross-avoidance strategy, if used, would seem to degrade with significant occlusion,
due to inconsistent global information. Exemplar tours across terrain conditions are shown in
Figure 4a-c.
Returning to the original question whether humans are capable of solving TSP in the natural
3D environment, our model suggests humans are just as successful in solving 2D TSP in open
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environments, and performance is generally resilient despite environmental obstacles present in
natural 3D environments. Humans could plausibly consider the convex hull — a global strategy.
Notwithstanding excellent global performance across conditions, metrics that consider effort and a
local strategy best fit the human data. Route pre-planning is unlikely.
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Figure 1 The layout of cities in the two conditions. On the left, the ‘flat’ course wherein
all locations were simultaneously visible and there were no terrain features or obstacles.
On the right, the naturally undulating course with elevation changes and natural terrain
features and obstacles (trees).
Figure 2 Panels (a) and (b) show Percent-above-optimal and edit distance performance
of participant tours found by the optimal, nearest neighbor, and convex hull algorithms using
3D Euclidean distance weights across flat and variable-terrain conditions, respectively.
Overall, participants achieve less error and lower edit distances in the flat condition. In
the flat case, the optimal-distance pair performs best. The local benchmark produces the
lowest error (x¯ = 17.05%) but the optimal strategy provides the lowest edit distance (x¯ =
3.17 edits). Lower edit distance scores demonstrate better performance.
Figure 3 Results from the variable-terrain condition. Panels (a) and (b) show Percent-
above-optimal and edit distance performance of participant tours found by the optimal and
nearest neighbor algorithms using effort metrics across flat and variable-terrain conditions,
respectively. The cost-per-distance (x¯ = -0.68%) and path derivative (x¯ = 0.18%) metrics
perform best when paired with the local benchmark.
Figure 4 (a,b) Tour crossings in flat and variable-terrain cases. (c) The slope of the
surface in the latter generally increases from the bottom of the figure to the top. Note that
city 15 is completely occluded from viewpoint of city 11.
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